
case study
Surna Cultivator Community

Cultivators in Shelton, WA, the westernmost 
city on the Puget Sound, form a community 
of Surna climate-control enthusiasts for their 
sealed, indoor cultivation facilities.

AgroPack (Toucan Farms brand) is a hydroponic, Tier 2 grow operation that produces medical-grade cannabis. Its  
president, Steve Fuhr, trademarked the phrase, “Certified Clean Cannabis,” based on their companies’ hyper-clean 
methods for growing cannabis. After mold created a health scare on previously inhaled cannabis, Steve resolved to 
create a completely sealed growing environment to ensure his products would be completely safe for consumers.  

Pete Hogg, owner of neighboring Flora Fina Farms, is a Tier 2 grow operation in an almost  
identical building across the driveway from Steve. Pete joined Steve on his quest to perfect a 
clean, safe grow environment and build it from the ground up. The two growers worked side by 
side, challenging each other to find and share elegant solutions to the myriad challenges posed 
by the task of creating a sealed environment for growing cannabis.

Constructing an airtight shell was the primary challenge for building the basic structure. 
Initially, truly sealed walls and a climate-control system that do not rely on outside air and  
dusty ductwork seemed like an unrealistic fantasy. When Steve came across Surna’s offering, 
he immediately called Pete and declared, “I’ve found our climate-control solution, as well as a 
system to control hydro system temperatures... and they’re cheaper!” 

Steve and Pete were eager to create an environment in which they could have, not only precise control over  
humidity and temperature, but also the ability to keep molds, pollen, pesticides and ambient particulates out of their 

grow. Surna’s hydronic cooling system, industrial humidity control and dedicated hydro water 
chilling loop all came together to provide the consummate, cost-effective set of solutions for 
their unique grow buildings.

Steve also noted, “It’s not only about what is coming into the facility, but also what is going 
out.” In the Northwest, there is the ORCA Clean Air Act for odors, so having sealed buildings 
makes them easily compliant. And finally, as Steve pointed out, a sealed environment saves 
on the costs of CO2 supplementation, since only a trickle of the gas is required to maintain the 
ideal elevated CO2 levels.

4 qualities that make their facilities unique:
 
1. Foam insulation: Closed-cell foam insulation was blown onto the walls and ceilings of both facilities, effectively 
creating a well-sealed vapor barrier. The foam is thinner than standard insulation for an indoor building, which lowered 
the cost of the expensive foam application and reduces chilling costs by enabling a greater amount of the internally 
generated heat from the building to escape. 

2. The Surna hydronic climate control system provides control: Although Steve states that many other greenhouse 
builders laugh when they report their complete control of their environment, with the closed-loop system in an indoor 
sealed environment, they absolutely can. Pete agrees: “In a greenhouse, you can only nudge the environment, but in a 
sealed indoor grow, you can control it, even in the rainy season.” Also, Shelton is usually about 10–15 degrees Fahren-
heit colder or hotter than Seattle, so the hydronic loop with sealed foam walls helps level out these temperatures.
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3. The Surna system is much more cost-efficient than traditional HVAC solutions: In an anecdotal comparison of other 
nearby facilities (same PUD, accounting for number of lights and size of buildings), Steve and Pete’s facilities appear to 
enjoy an energy savings as great as 50 percent. 

4. Switching of the lights — the flip: By doing a flip in which half of the plants have light during the day and the other 
half at night, they lower their peak electrical rate. 

Both facilities are also unique in that they use Unistrut metal framing to hang all their lights and equipment, which was 
a byproduct of learning about bottom core load. They couldn’t hang everything on the ceiling, 
so they used the Unistrut system. The Unistrut has seven coatings (the green stuff), so metals 
do not enter the environment. Using Unistruts also creates the ability to walk across a platform 
to reach the equipment for maintenance.   

AgroPack and Flora Fina Farms use air stones in their hydroponic systems to aerate the water. 
This not only provides oxygen, but also cleans the roots and allows the facilities to use fewer  
nutrients (they only need about one-third to one-sixth of the nutrients normally required in a 
dirt setup). This also lowers the causticity of their wastewater, reducing costs. 

When considering the costs to start their operations, both growers agreed that they  
encountered some surprises in their build-out costs. They both understood that the  
climate-control systems would comprise a large part of their expense. Steve had toured more 
than 100 grows, and he met several growers who had turned to Surna after their mini-split systems failed. He’d seen 
a facility using mini-splits with a “boneyard of motors for the mini-splits, because they gum up so bad with trichomes 
they just pitch them.” 

He also saw traditional HVAC ducted systems, “where you could see ductwork filled with trichomes and trichomes 
sticky with dust and mold and mildew, and then all you have is very efficient mold spreaders.” he explained.  
Additionally, those systems and the concept of air exchange and cleaning filters, along with HEPA filters, are not 
cheap. “With the Surna system, we don’t need HEPA filters, which again saves money on maintenance,” adds Steve. 

“Most people need to understand they are better off paying more upfront for quality than paying later to switch out” 
Steve says. But the other costs, such as installation and piping, joints and valves (the plumbing), were the biggest sur-
prise. 

Besides being able to control their climate with the Surna systems, the two growers were pleasantly surprised at the 
ease of maintenance. As Steve comments, “We work hard to follow the Surna recommended maintenance schedule. 
We notice an enormous difference when we do the maintenance correctly, checking out the fans, making sure the 
filters are clean, etc.”.  Pete explains, “It’s important, but really, really easy; it’s normal maintenance that anyone can 
learn in 10 minutes. The cost of maintenance, including material and time, is way lower than a ducted system over time, 
because if you are using a ducted system properly, you’ve got to get some kind of crazy brush in and clean it.”
Steve also comments, “I heard on the radio recently that you shouldn’t actually clean out your ductwork, because the 
cleaning just loosens the nasty material, including ruining any seals, so you’re better off letting the stuff stay still, but 
we can’t do that for a clean facility.”

  TOP 4 BENEFITS OF A SURNA SYSTEM 

1. Stable and accurate environment control 
 “We don’t have swings that we don’t program ourselves. We’re plus or minus 2 degrees  
 on our temperature, and we’re plus or minus 2% on our humidity.” 
2. Absence of all hazards related to bringing outside air into the buildings
3. Cost effectiveness of running the system, both in terms of BTUs and maintenance
4. Lower cost of CO2


